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RESEARCH SUMMARY 

Build More Houses: How an Incorrect Perception of Housing  
Supply Fueled the Great Recession and Slowed Recovery 

_____________________ 

Most debates about the causes of the Great Recession and the financial crisis accept the following premise: Too 
many homes had been built in the United States before 2007, and excessive construction was a fundamental cause 
of the resulting economic upheavals. Kevin Erdmann rejects this premise in his “Build More Houses: How an 
Incorrect Perception of Housing Supply Fueled the Great Recession and Slowed Recovery.” 

PRE-RECESSION HOUSING BOOM? WHAT HOUSING BOOM? 

Despite the importance of housing supply as a purported cause of the Great Recession, the conventional view 
ignores some important data about pre-2007 housing supply. This has permitted unsupported assumptions about 
the causes of steeply declining construction activity and rising vacancies during the Great Recession. 

• Basic historical comparisons (see figure 1) show that there just wasn’t a particularly large building boom 
during this period. 

• At the national level, consumption of housing was either moderately rising or even declining relative to 
other income and consumption trends in the years leading up to the Great Recession. 

• Excessively high prices were the result of severe local limits on housing supply. 

FIGURE 1. ANNUAL POPULATION GROWTH AND HOUSING PRODUCTION, 1966–2019 

 

Sources: Author’s calculations based on “New Residential Construction,” Census Bureau, accessed March 15, 2021, https://www 
.census.gov/construction/nrc/index.html; Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, “Housing Starts: Total: New Privately Owned Housing Units 
Started” (dataset), last updated March 17, 2021, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/HOUST; Census Bureau, “Current Manufactured Housing 
Survey (MHS) Tables,” accessed March 15, 2021, https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/mhs/data/tables.html; Federal Reserve Bank of 
St. Louis, “Population, Total for United States,” last updated July 2, 2020, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/POPTOTUSA647NWDB. 
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Before the Great Recession there were cities that could have used more construction and cities where construction 
was appropriate for population and growth trends. There were no cities where overactive construction before the 
Great Recession created the need for a sharp contraction in the housing market. However, the idea that there were 
too many homes began to influence macroeconomic policy decisions, most importantly at the Federal Reserve in 2007. 

• The Federal Reserve increasingly calibrated its monetary policy decisions to promote a level of economic 
activity that would coincide with an unprecedented decline in housing starts. 

• Erdmann shows that the ensuing economic contraction interrupted long-standing migration and 
population patterns. 

• The excessive housing vacancies that eventually burdened states such as Arizona and Florida were the 
result of severe declines in trend population growth rather than previous overbuilding. 

WHAT ABOUT HOUSING NOW? 

Fear of cyclical building, both before the Great Recession and after, has been misguided. Housing construction has 
been decreasingly cyclical for decades, following a pattern of moderation similar to GDP growth. 

Some of the reduced cyclicality in housing construction is likely related to regulatory barriers that prevent 
construction from responding to demand for migration into what Erdmann refers to as Closed Access cities—those 
with low rates of building and very high costs. Given this constraint, systematic oversupply of housing was not a 
legitimate macroeconomic concern in 2007 and is unlikely to be one in the foreseeable future. 

The best time to encourage more homebuilding would have been (surprisingly, in hindsight) 2007. The second-best 
time is now. The next best time is tomorrow. 

KEY TAKEAWAY 

Americans are right to be concerned that rents are rising and families aren’t able to find adequate housing. But they 
should not believe that a financial crisis was caused by building too many homes—this is not the case. Building more 
homes, just about everywhere, will produce broad economic benefits today. 
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